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Dear reader, welcome to a new edition of Arete. In this edition, we bring you new case studies and
knowledge nuggets. In this edition, we feature an interesting case study of transformation and blue
ocean thinking in the Leisure industry in Sri Lanka. In Lean tips, we throw light on Value Stream Mapping,

a handy tools for visualizing flow as well as optimizing operations from a lean lens. From the history pages,
we reminisce an Operations Excellence program we delivered for Lupin Pharma, a leading generic drug
maker in India. In the Knowledge Nugget section, we take a look at vision statement, a quintessential
step in the strategy formulation process. Last but not least we are excited to announce our annual Lean

Leader’s Forum coming up on 12th December, 2018 at Hotel Sheraton, Muscat. I wish to take this
opportunity to personally invite you to this insightful and thought provoking forum. Wish you a happy
reading and, as always, I welcome your feedback!

Case Study 1: Enhancing Customer Experience in Leisure Industry
Situation: The client, a leisure travel company in South Asia was faced with
challenges pertaining to customer service and high cost of operations. The
company had lost ground to competition in recent years and the business
operation was exposed to threats posed by seasonality which impacted its cash
flow.
Actions taken: After understanding the current situation of the company through a
detailed study, SSA selected Lean as a solution for optimizing cost of operations
and improving the company’s business processes leading to greater customer
satisfaction.

Results: Improved customer satisfaction score underlined the effectiveness of the
solutions implemented by SSA. Changes brought in by SSA also helped to improve
the morale of the employee which was reflected in the increased volume of
transactions.

Situation – deep dive
The business diagnosis revealed:
• Business Processes were too Complex with many Non Value
Adds (NVA’s)
• IT Systems were fragmented and not very efficient throughout
the Business Value chain
• Roles and responsibilities of various key leadership positions were
either not defined or not clearly communicated

Actions Taken – deep dive
• End to end process study of the entire value
chain

• Re-aligning business processes to meet
business and customer needs
• Setting up a mechanism to evaluate various
IT vendors

• Organization restructuring based on the
proposed future state

Results - deep dive

•

Significant improvement in Net
Promoter’s Score (NPS)

• Selection of most suitable IT solution
with least cost and max effectiveness

• 27% decrease in number of activities
by eliminating NVAs
• Newly defined customer acquisition
process leading to increased business
volume
• Robust Process dependent operations
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Lean Tip: Value Stream Mapping (VSM)

Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is a mapping tool that enables the representation
of the end-to-end business processes of an organization. When fully populated
with all data, it transparently displays all wastes in the value stream, so that the
transformation team can identify opportunities to eliminate them and gives the
complete picture of the business processes and their purpose.
Any business is expected to understand the customer requirements and create a set of processes that will be capable of
delivering them to the satisfaction of the customer. When the expected needs are fulfilled, the customer perceives its worth
and is willing to pay. That worth defines the 'value'; now let us see what the word stream' means. A collection of business
processes with necessary resources to deliver the value to the customer is called "Value Stream". Even if one process in the
value stream is weak, the whole system will fail to deliver the customer value; as the strength of the chain is decided by the
weakest link. Once the VSM is fully completed, it tells volumes about the waste in business processes which adds cost but
does not give any value to the customer.

Case Study 2: Lean in Composites Manufacturing
Situation: This assignment focused on helping a composite pipes
manufacturing industry in GCC to streamline its manufacturing processes
and bring in substantial improvements in its operations

Actions taken: Improvement areas were identified across material
efficiency, labor productivity, capacity utilization and support process
improvement. This project helped bring in immediate fixes to burning
issues as well as long-term improvements.

Results: Significant improvement in terms of material efficiency, layout
improvements helped improve flow, rationalizing shift hours helped to
reduce lost hours, skill mapping helped to improve cross-skilling and
helping faster order execution.

Situation – deep dive
ABC Ltd (name changed to protect confidentiality) is a leading
manufacturer of composite pipes in GCC region. The management
team of ABC wanted to bring in new perspective and challenge some

of the embedded practices. Lean thinking was brought in as an
intervention in the company. The initiatives covered following
elements:
a) Material efficiency by systematic root-cause analysis and
implementation of counter-measures
b) Labour productivity through time & motion studies, skill mapping
and rationalising shift timings etc.
c) Streamlining support functions through mapping & re-engineering

the processes
d) Building a lean culture through workshops, dialogs and team
based problem solving efforts

Actions Taken – deep dive
The project was approached in three stages i.e. Diagnose, Design & Deploy phase.
•

The Diagnose Phase (D1) The diagnose phase involved identifying baseline performance
levels, management buy-in on priority areas, scoping of improvement areas and goal
setting. The main focus areas emerged as material efficiency, labour productivity,
support function efficiency and overall lean culture in the organisation.

•

In the Design Phase (D2), the team focused on deep-diving on the issues, culling our
actionable areas and bringing in systematic root cause analysis and recommended
solutions. The major ideas were classified into just-do-it, long-term actions, capex oriented
solutions etc. Implementation action plan was put in place with responsibility and
timelines committed.

•

In the Deploy Phase (D3), the implementation action plan was executed. Periodic
management steering committee meetings helped to discuss roadblocks and come up
with innovative solutions. The major solutions such as shop layout corrections, 5S efforts,
low cost solutions for arresting material wastages, scheduling changes, shift timing
rationalising etc. were implemented. This helped to bring in tremendous focus and quick
benefits in terms of hard savings as well as culture building.

Actions Taken – deep dive

Value Stream Mapping
exercise was performed on 17th
April, 2018

High level projects were identified
during the exercise. Data
requirements were identified.

Actions Taken – deep dive
Action Points
a

Introduction of additional doctor
blade(s) before final comb to arrest
drip loss

Current Status

Comments from SSA

Successfully implemented on line So far, 2 kg of resin hardener/pipe
4 and 2. It would be implemented saving has been observed on line 4. It
on line 1 as well.
would save around 2 to 3 kg of resin per
pipe on line 1 and 2 after
implementation.

Resin and hardener usage is visibly reduced by
approximately 2 kg per pipe as observed by the team on
shop floor (it was tested on line 4)

Similar drop is expected on line 1 after implementation. It is
implemented on line 2 and observations are currently
being made, data for line 2 post implementation is not
available

Actions Taken – deep dive

Production Skill Map

Results – deep dive
 The intervention helped bring in tremendous focus
on burning issues and systematic solutions.
 Significant wastage reduction was achieved
through innovative low-cost solutions that came up
during the brainstorming process.
 The team could also identify certain long-term
solutions such as skill-building through cross training,
bringing in a scientific S&OP systems, and
systematically introduce 5S practices in various
sections of the factory to name a few.
 This project has given the management a long-term
action plan to turn the unit around and enhance its
profitability in the years ahead.

Knowledge Nugget: Vision Statement
In this video, SSA’s Founder Chairman, NC Narayanan
(NC) talks about the importance of developing a
vision statement for an organization and how can it
can guide them for achieving their business goals

which is in fact the purpose of their existence. He is
talking about the need for a vision statement, its
purpose and the process of developing one.
https://youtu.be/hVyz-oASF-c

News: SSA conducted a workshop on Engineering Data Analytics in Oct
2018 for a leading automobile company based in Pune
About the Workshop:
The content of the workshop was designed to introduce the concept
of data analysis to Business managers who are required to make
inferences from the data and help them in the process of Logical
Problem Solving and Decision Making.

Learning Outcome:
With the help of the workshop, the participants learnt the techniques
for summarizing, visualizing, and understanding useful information
from historical data, as well as use of spreadsheets for examining
data and building decision models. Topics such as optimization
models were also covered in the workshop which will help the
decision makers choose the best decision based on the available
data.

News: SSA Conducts - Lean Six Sigma Green Belt – Public Program

SSA recently conducted an open enrolment training program on Lean Six Sigma Green Belt in its HO in
Mumbai, India. The program was attended by a dynamic group of senior people belonging to different
industries such as Pharma, Banking, Plastic Manufacturing etc. The participants travelled from various parts of
the country to attend the training and to learn from our experts about the application of six sigma in a very
structured way making it easier for them to apply the learnings in their daily life.

“Alchemist” of the Month: Diksha Bhat
Diksha leads the HR function at SSA. She is in fact was the first employee at
SSA when SSA operated from a home office and after a short break have
joined back SSA to support the company in fulfilling its demand for its multicountry HRD requirements. She plays a key role in establishing relevant HR
processes to meet the ever growing needs of SSA. She takes a lot of interest
in the wellbeing of the employees both at a personal level as well as at a
professional level. Diksha is always looking for innovative ways to lighten the
working environment by organizing games and fun activities. SSA is glad to
have people like Diksha working for it and wish her all the success!

From The History Pages: Six Sigma Greenbelt Training at Lupin by SSA
SSA partnered with Lupin Ltd to drive operational
excellence through Six Sigma deployment at their

manufacturing sites across India. This assignment was driven
by the top management and was a great success marking
a long term relationship between SSA & Lupin. Some of the
key projects which were undertaken during the assignment:

•

Yield improvement after product coating

•

Reduction of Analysis Lead time of Finished Goods

•

Yield improvement after product coating

•

Cycle time reduction of drying process resultant to
improvement in productivity

https://youtu.be/vlO69vfaPw4

Upcoming Events
International Value Engineering Conference
Mumbai, December 7-8, 2018
RSVP
Mr. Vihang Shah
T. +91-22-2565 2448
M: +91 8142277977

Lean Leader’s Forum
12th December 2018
Hotel Sheraton, Muscat

RSVP
Ms. Sunny Ambekar
M: +968 9361 8376
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